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STAFF BRIEF 

This document is the staff’s comparison of the Secretary of the Interiors Standards for Rehabilitation, Design Guidelines for Denver 
Landmark Structures and Districts, the Landmark Preservation Ordinance (Chapter 30, Revised Municipal Code) and other 
applicable adopted area guidelines as applied to the proposed application.  It is intended to provide guidance during the 
commission’s deliberation of the proposed application.  Guidelines are available at www.denvergov.org/preservation 

 
Project:   #2022-COA-0000575 LPC Meeting:   January 10, 2023 
Address:    3426 Eliot St Staff:   Krystal Marquez 
Historic Dist/DLM:  Potter Highlands Historic District  
Year structure built:  Primary Structure (1954 – Non-Contributing) (Period of Significance: 1873-1937)  
Council District:  #1 Amanda Sandoval   
Applicant:   Dean Ricci, Architect 
 
Project Scope Under Review: 
Tandem House / Infill Construction – Phase I: Mass, Form & Context – Single Family Residence 
 
Primary Structure Footprint:  38’ – 10” X 36’ – 0” Primary Structure Height:  25’ – 10” 
 
Staff Summary: 
The applicant is proposing to construct a new tandem house / infill single family residence on an existing zone lot 
with a primary structure at 3424 Eliot St in the Potter Highlands Historic District. The property is located in the U-
TU-B zone district that allows for two units on a zone lot and is utilizing the Tandem House building form which is 
allowed in this zone district. Initially there were some concerns about the actual zone lot for the property, but 
those have been researched and clarified with Zoning which has stated this proposed building form is allowed on 
this zone lot.  
 
The proposed infill is designed in a modern, simplified Queen Anne style and will have two story massing. The 
house has a cross gabled roof and features a partial 1 story porch and a hipped roof dormer at the side elevation. 
The overall height of the structure is 25’ – 10”; nearby structures on the same block face as this proposed house 
stand at varying heights of 34’, 24’, 23’ – 3”. Other 2 story structures are found on the street and in the 
surrounding context so staff is supportive of the proposed height of the structure.  
 
Phase II: Design Details will be reviewed following Phase I: Mass, Form, and Context approval. 
 
Registered Neighborhood Organization (RNO) comments: 
The original proposal was formally referred to the Highland United Neighbors, Inc. on September 13, 2022. We 
received the RNO’s comment letter September 18th, 2022. See the RNO letter in the application for their 
additional comments. The application was slightly re-designed after initial RNO comments.  
 
Excerpted from Design Guidelines for Denver Landmark Structures and Districts, January 2016 

Guideline Meets 
Guideline? Comments 

4.1 Respect established building 
location, lot coverage and open space 
patterns when locating a new building. 

Yes The proposed two-story structure’s overall site 
footprint and lot coverage fits in with proposed 
houses on this block and in the district.  
 



a. Design the site footprint of a new 
building to be compatible with the existing 
historic lot coverage pattern on the 
surrounding context/block. 

b. Provide a general pattern of open 
space that is compatible with the existing 
historic pattern on the surrounding 
context/block. For more information, see 
“General Principles for Site & Landscape 
Design” on page 93 for more information. 

c. Locate a garage or secondary structure 
to be consistent with the location of 
secondary structures in the surrounding 
context. 

d. Locate communications, utility and 
mechanical equipment to minimize 
visibility from the street and sidewalk. 

The existing historic pattern of development 
on this block and neighborhood is that of 
carriage lots with many houses being located 
behind other properties in the neighborhood 
either on carriage lots or as tandem houses or 
ADUs. The garage for the new house will also 
front on the alley like other properties in the 
district.  

4.2 Locate a new building to respect 
the alignment of historic building 
façades and entrances in the 
surrounding context/block. 

a. Locate a new building to reflect 
established setback patterns of the 
surrounding context/block. 

b. If existing historic buildings are 
positioned at the sidewalk edge, creating 
a uniform street wall, then locate a new 
building to conform to this alignment. 

c. Where front yard setbacks are uniform, 
place a new structure in alignment with its 
neighbors. 

d. Orient a building’s entrance to be 
consistent with the established historic 
pattern of the surrounding context/block. 
Typically, the primary entrance faces the 
street. 

Yes The proposed two-story house will be in 
alignment behind the existing primary structure 
on the lot.  
 
The one-story small porch is consistent with 
other entrances facing the street on the block 
and in the district.  

4.3 Design a building to include the 
typical features and rhythms of historic 
buildings in the surrounding 
context/block, using similar 
proportions and dimensions. Features 
to reference include: 

a. Foundation heights 

b. Floor-to-floor heights and overall 
building height 

c. Window locations, proportions, and 
recess in the wall 

Yes The new two-story house will include typical 
features and rhythms found in the historic 
district such as the cross gable design, window 
locations, proportions and the porch location. 
 
The foundation and floor-to-floor heights are 
within the range of existing structures that are 
found on this block and within the surrounding 
context. The overall building height of 25’ – 10” 
is typical of the district and this block.   
 
Scaling elements such as the horizontal lintels 
and sills above and below the windows and the 



d. Entry and porch location, size and 
proportions. 

e. Scaling elements and articulation, such 
as belt courses, dormers, balconies, 
decorative roof cornices, etc. 

new hipped dormer help the structure fit into the 
historic context.  
  

4.4 Design the height, mass and form 
of a new building to be compatible with 
the historic context. 

a. Design a new building to be within the 
typical range of building forms, heights 
and sizes in the surrounding 
context/block. 

b. Construct a new building at the same 
grade as historic buildings on adjacent 
lots. 

c. Use floor-to-floor heights that are 
similar to those in the surrounding historic 
context. 

d. Design the façade to reflect typical 
historic proportions of height to width in 
the surrounding context/block. 

e. Use vertical and horizontal articulation 
design techniques, such as shifts in wall 
planes, and differentiating materials on 
first and second floors, consistent with 
those on adjacent historic structures, to 
reduce the apparent scale of a larger 
building mass. 

Yes The building form and massing is characteristic 
of the district; as well as the overall height 
which is characteristic of the block and the 
district.  
 
The proposed structure will be constructed at a 
typical grade like other structures on the block 
and does utilize floor-to-floor heights that 
appear similar to those in the surrounding 
context.  

4.5 Design a new building to be 
recognized as current construction, 
while respecting key features of the 
historic district as well as the 
surrounding historic context/block. 

a. Use a simplified interpretation of 
historic designs found in the historic 
district or use a contemporary design that 
is compatible with historic siting, massing, 
and forms found in the historic district. At 
a minimum, an acceptable design should 
be neutral and not detract from the 
district’s historic character. 

b. Include features that relate to the 
surrounding historic context/block, such 
as front porches in a residential setting, or 
a defined roof cornice on a commercial 
structure. 

 

Yes The proposed design is a modern, simplified 
version of the Queen Anne style with a cross 
gable roof which is characteristic of homes 
found within the Potter Highlands Historic 
District.  
 
The house incorporates a partial front porch 
and paired and grouped windows at similar 
proportions to other homes found within the 
district.  
  
 
 



4.7 Use a roof form that is compatible 
with the historic context. 

a. Use a roof form that is consistent with 
typical roof forms of existing structures in 
the district in terms of pitch, orientation, 
and complexity. 

b. Avoid using a flat roof unless it is a 
typical feature of the surrounding historic 
context. 

Yes The proposed structure will have a front cross 
gabled roof form that is historically found 
within the district.  

4.8 Design windows, doors and other 
features to be compatible with the 
original primary structure and historic 
context. 

a. Incorporate windows, doors and other 
openings at a ratio similar to those found 
on nearby historic structures. New 
construction with public visibility should 
incorporate doors and windows with 
similar proportions to those in the 
surrounding historic context. 

b. When using contemporary window 
patterns and designs, ensure they respect 
the character and proportions of windows 
in the surrounding historic context. 

c. Maintain the typical historic placement 
of window headers and sills relative to 
cornices and belt courses. 

d. Use door widths, heights and materials 
that are similar to doors on historic 
buildings in the surrounding historic 
context. 

e. Use simplified configurations of historic 
doors rather than replicating a historic 
door exactly. 

Yes The home will feature individual, paired and 
grouped double hung, one-over-one windows 
with headers and sills at the front façade and 
at secondary elevations.  

Window headers and sills will match historic 
placement. Door placement, widths, 
surrounds, and heights align with historic 
proportions as well.  

 

 

 
Excerpted from Character-Defining Features of the Potter Highlands Historic District, January 
2016 
 

Character-defining features Matches 
features? Comments 

 
Mass & Form 
 
Building Height: One- story to two-stories in height 
common. 
 
Building Shapes: Boxy massing generally symmetrical 
in form. Some Queen Anne structures within the 

 
Yes 

 
The proposed two-story infill 
structure is in scale with other two-
story structures on the block and 
found in the district.  
 
The building shape is similar to 
other homes on the block and in 
the district.  



district have corner turrets and towers, breaking up the 
front façade symmetry. 
 

 

 
Roofs 
 
Roofs are typically gabled, hipped roofs or flat roofs 
with a parapet. Overhanging eaves prominent. Boxed 
eaves on most styles; exposed rafters and purlins on 
Craftsman Bungalow style. Composite roofing material 
common. 

 
 

Yes 

 
The proposed structure will have a 
front cross gabled roof form with 
gable returns at the eaves that is 
historically found within the district. 
The house will use composite 
shingles that are commonly found 
in the district.  
 

 
Entries & Doors 
 
Typically a single offset, front entry with a wooden 
door.  

 
Yes 

 
The proposed infill structure 
utilizes a single-entry door at the 
inset right side of the front façade 
and has similar proportions to 
others on the block.   
 

 
Windows 
 
Wood double-hung vertically-oriented windows with 
stone sills and decorative headers in stone and wood 
common. The high style Queen Anne houses have 
bay windows and curved glass in the round turrets. 
Some houses retain their original leaded glass. Large 
first floor single windows are common. Craftsman 
windows have divided lights in the top sash. 
Historically, windows were recessed in the wall (not 
flush). 

 
Yes 

 
The home will feature mostly 
vertically oriented double hung, 
one-over-one windows with lintels 
and sills at the front façade and 
secondary elevations. Square 
windows are not typical; however, 
only 2 are on the structure and 
they will not be highly visible from 
the public right of way.  
 

 
Porches 
 
Width: Partial and full width porches common. 
 
Height: The high Queen Anne structures within this 
district typically feature a two-story porch. One-story 
porches are common on simpler Queen Anne houses 
with narrower porches. 
 
Projecting: Projecting porches prominent. 
 
Shapes: Raised square and rectangular porches with 
shed, gable, and hipped roofs. 
 
Materials: Wood and brick masonry porches with 
either wood columns or brick piers respectively. 
 
Porch Ornamentation: The Queen Anne style houses 
with delicate fretwork and spindle columns. Wood 
classical columns on many styles and brick piers on 
the Craftsman Bungalow houses. Wood railings or 
brick half walls typical. 

 
Yes 

 
The proposed infill structure will 
have a projecting partial width 
one-story porch with a shed roof 
porch entry which is characteristic 
and typical of the district.  

 
 



Recommendation: APPROVAL 
 
Basis:   The proposed infill structure’s overall mass, width and front gabled roof design is 

characteristic of the district and matches historic proportions (Guidelines 4.1, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 
4.7).  

 
 

Motion for Approval:  I move to APPROVE application #2022-COA-575 for the mass, form, & context of the 

proposed infill structure at 3426 Eliot St as per presented testimony, submitted documentation, guidelines 

4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.7, 4.8, the Potter Highlands Character Defining Features, presented testimony, 

submitted documentation and information provided in the staff report. 

 
Potter Highlands Historic District 

 
 



1929-56 Sanborn Map with 3426 Eliot St outlined in red  
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